Certifying in the new eIAF 2.0
NOTE: For assistance or questions, please contact your COM Grants Proposal Specialist (GPS). Not sure who your GPS is? Click here to find the GPS (listed in the Pre
Award column) who serves your department: https://research.med.uky.edu/sras‐department‐assignments
Please use Internet Explorer (IE) or Firefox as your browser when certifying the new version of the eIAF (2.0)

1. After logging into MyUK, please go to Enterprise Services and Workflow like before and then select “Workflow Items” on the left‐hand side.

2. After selecting Workflow items, you should see the screen below and will click the blank box to the left of the item you want to certify if it isn’t
already highlighted.

3. Next, scroll down to the bottom of the screen and select “Process eIAF”

4. The eIAF will look like the screen below with a scroll bar in the middle that you can drag down to view the budget, enrichment, answers to project
information questions, and keywords. Additionally, in the “General” tab it notes the alternate department and the physical location of the
research. Items below on the right hand side are attachments, and you can click the glasses to see them. NOTE: Word documents cannot be
accepted as uploads; pdf and Excel documents can be accepted.

5. If the budget includes cost share it will look like the below (amounts in the University line), which includes and explanation of the cost share and either an
explanation of the source of the funds or an account number listed (dependent upon whether cost center or other is selected). Please contact your Department
Administrator if you have concerns about the account being used for cost share

6. If everything is acceptable, select the Principal Investigator certification button at the top. If you see any issues or have question please contact
your GPS and discuss with them if certifying is appropriate or if a new eIAF is needed in place of the current one.

7. Once you see the certification screen, you can certify the eIAF by reading the certification language below, checking the box at the bottom of the
screen, and then selecting continue.

8. If you would like to leave a comment about the eIAF, you can do so on the following screen. NOTE: Any comments will be viewable by anyone who
certifies the eIAF after you or processes it once it reaches the Office of Sponsored Projects Administration (OSPA). Finally, please select Submit at
the bottom and that will complete the certification process.
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